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Across
2. set price and wage limits

10. a picture made of small pieces of 

colored glass or stone

14. a place where you could live your 

life in prayer

15. Germanic leader who became ruler 

of the Western Roman Empire

19. a bridge-like system built to move 

water from one location to another

20. walls that surround and protect the 

city of Constantinople

21. relating to the Christian church that 

developed in the Byzantine Empire

22. to declare that someone is no longer 

part of the Christian church

25. the kings of ancient Rome

26. Christian church , 6th century 

masterpiece of Byzantine architecture

28. a society that developed in the 

eastern Roman Empire after the fall of the 

west

29. helped with woman's rights

Down
1. someone who opposes using icons

3. a sovereign or supreme ruler of an 

empire

4. Visigoth General who led an attack 

on Rome

5. the legal code of ancient Rome

6. to increase in number or volume

7. Christian church of the West

8. Byzantine stadium for chariot races 

and horse shows

9. the capital of the Byzantine Empire

11. split the Roman empire into eastern 

and western halves

12. the split between the two churches

13. to strengthen by support

16. a representation of some sacred 

personage

17. a change to make something better

18. the philosophical system following 

the teachings of the ancient Greek 

philosopher Zeno

23. made sons go into the same job as 

their fathers

24. the main street of ancient 

Constantinople

27. the bishop of Rome as head of the 

Roman Catholic Church


